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EACH KINDNESS DV 2113, JACQUELINE WOODSON; DVD, P, 8 min., Weston Woods, 2014 

This unforgettable book is written and illustrated by the award-winning team that created The Other Side and the Caldecott Honor 

winner Coming On Home Soon. With its powerful anti-bullying message and striking art, it will resonate with readers long after 

they've put it down. Narrated by Nikki M. James with music by Ernest Troost. Chloe and her friends won't play with the new girl, 

Maya. Every time Maya tries to join Chloe and her friends, they reject her. Eventually Maya stops coming to school. When Chloe's 

teacher gives a lesson about how even small acts of kindness can change the world, Chloe is stung b the lost opportunity for friend-

ship, and thinks about how much better it could have been if she'd shown a little kindness toward Maya. Coretta Scott King Honor 

Book. Author: Jacqueline Woodson. 

BIG”BUBBA” BIGG, JR. AU 262, PI 

Set 1 book 4. Includes 6 books, audio cassette, and reproducible activities. Concept: dealing with bullies. Bubba, one of nine sons 

from the Bigg family, is a bully. He is big, strong, and wins all arguments by bopping smaller buggs on the head and calling them 

names. He plays so rough on the bumpball team, that some buggs stopped coming to practice and other buggs 

quit the team because they are afraid of Bubba.  Finally, Glance McSquint, the bumpball team manager, de-

cides to stand up to Bubba and tell him he is not nice and is a bully. Story by Stephen Cosgrove. 

STOP THE SLURS DV 2039, DVD, IJ , 9 min., HUMAN RELATIONS MEDIA, 2014 

"Slurs" are insulting and demeaning words that children encounter on a regular basis, especially online. This 

video shows how slurs like "that's so gay" "the n-word", and others are not only insensitive, but emotionally 

damaging. Students will quickly grasp the role slurs play in bullying, and how bullies use them to intimidate and abuse their victims. 

Seeing dramatic scenarios and hearing the practical perspectives of other teens, students will understand there is no such thing as an 

"innocent" use of a slur. 

WHEN YOU SEE A BULLY DV 340 DVD, P, 14 min., SUNBURST VISUAL MEDIA, 2005 

This program is designed to give the youngest students age-appropriate strategies they can use to stop a bully, including understand-

ing that turning to adults for help can keep them safe. Also includes teacher guide with thought-provoking discussion questions and 

a wide range of suggested activities and reproducible handouts. 

      SOME ELEMENTARY DIGITAL STREAMING TITLES 

Crumpled Paper: Bullying Lesson Plan, Document, Primary - Adult, PBS News Hour Contributor, 2013 2013 This 
short and powerful activity helps students to understand the effects of bullying. 

King of the Kooties, Fic; Dadey, Debbie; O'Malley, Kevin; ebook, Intermediate - Junior High, StarWalk Kids Media, 2013 

Donald doesn't even know he's being insulted by Louisa, the class bully, when she names him King of the Kootiesbut that's just the 

beginning of Louisa's war against Donald. And Donald doesn't do a very good job of protecting himself. So it's up to his best 

friend Nate to teach Donald to defend himself from a bully without resorting to violence. 

Jake's Story Bullying video, Primary - Junior High, 00:04:44, BBC Worldwide Learning, 2016
Learn more about bullying and how to stop it.

Start Smart: Bullying and What You Can Do! video, Primary - Junior High, 00:14:44, Wonderscape Entertainment, 2016
By watching this program, viewers will learn all about bullying behaviors and proven prevention strategies. The show helps 
students identify warning signs, implement open communication, find the appropriate support, and model kindness and respect. An 
accessible and relatable peer host provides encouragement and instills confidence. Detailed graphics, diagrams, and exciting video 
reinforce key concepts.
Kindness Video for Kids: Common Core 4 Kids
animation or cartoon, video, Preschool/Kindergarten - Intermediate, 00:02:47, Common Core 4 Kids, 2016
This video teaches kids about kindness and self-worth. We talk about bullying and help kids realize their true potential and self-
esteem.

PRIMARY 

Stop Picking on Me  video, Preschool/Kindergarten - Intermediate, Mazzarella Media, 2011
Each and every day children encounter bullies. Whether it's at school, on the bus or at home, bullies are a part of life. In this 
program students will learn simple, easy to understand techniques that will help them to deal with bullies, get a positive outcomes 
and stay safe. Children are shown how ignoring a bully, walking away and refraining from fighting are all ways to contend with a 
bully.

No More Teasing   video, Preschool/Kindergarten - Intermediate, Mazzarella Media, 2011
The objective of this program is to demonstrate effective strategies kids can use to protect themselves against teasing, harassment and 
bullying. Several vignettes show situations in which kids are being teased. Peer actors then model ways to resolve the situation in a safe 
and positive way. By viewing this program, children will also come to understand that teasing is not fun for everyone, especially for the 
child being teased.



BULLIED DV 1976 

DVD, JH, 38 min., TEACHING TOLERANCE, 2010 

Bullied is a documentary film that chronicles one student's ordeal at the hands of anti-gay bullies and offers an inspiring message of 

hope to those fighting harassment today. It can become a cornerstone of anti-bullying efforts in middle and high schools. Includes 

teacher guide. 

BULLYING: THE INTERNET AND YOU DV 330 

GRADES 5-9.  Students who have suffered at the hands of Internet bullies speak openly about their uniformly painful experiences.  

Experts on Internet safety offer practical advice to help teens protect themselves and limit the opportunities others have for bullying 

or harassing them online.  Teacher Guide included. 

CYBER STALKING AND BULLYING DV 953 

With technology comes great freedom, but also great responsibility. Within seconds of logging on to a computer, children may be 

exposed to graphic language, hurtful gossip, pornography and predators. This program examines cyber bullying, young teens share 

stories about being the victims of embarrassing pranks and cruel gossip spread on the Internet. Includes teacher's guide. 

DON’T BE A BULLY DV 333 

GRADES 5-9. This dramatic program helps young teens identify a wide range of bullying behaviors, understand why it's wrong and 

find healthy ways to seek empowerment. 

GOSSIPING, TAUNTING AND BULLYING (HOW TO STOP THE PAIN DV 1597 

Digital Media, IJ, 12 min., Mazzarella, 2010 

Gossiping, taunting and bullying are phenomena that occur at schools everywhere. Through vignettes, students will understand the 

devastating effects of these behaviors on individuals and the community. 

INTERNET BULLIES  DV 1539 

DVD, IJ, 13 min., Mazzarella, 

For many kids, the Internet is an important part of their daily routine. Unfortunately, with the immediacy of the Internet, its anonymi-

ty and easy accessibility kids are using Instant Messaging, Blogs, e-mail chat rooms and social networks to spread gossip and rumors 

to harass and embarass their peers. In this program, students will come to understand that using the Internet for those purposes is 

actually bullying. Provides practical ways for students to protect themselves and restrict the opportunities others have of harassing 

them online. 

SILENT ON THE SIDELINES DV 337  

GRADES 5-9.  What is it about bullying behavior that is so powerful it silences the people who witness it?  This program is designed 

to help students and staff create a school climate that stops bullying behavior. 

STOP THE SLURS DV 2039 

DVD, IJ, 9 min., HUMAN RELATIONS MEDIA, 2014 

"Slurs" are insulting and demeaning words that children encounter on a regular basis, especially online. This video shows how slurs 

like "that's so gay" "the n-word", and others are not only insensitive, but emotionally damaging. Students will quickly grasp the role 

slurs play in bullying, and how bullies use them to intimidate and abuse their victims. Seeing dramatic scenarios and hearing the 

practical perspectives of other teens, students will understand there is no such thing as an "innocent" use of a slur. 

THE POWER TRIP:BULLYING IN SCHOOL DV 921 

Your students will hear from real teens who experienced bullying first hand as well as from students who have been the aggressors. 

Special attention is focused on understanding the different kinds of bullying and the differences between how girls and boys bully. 

Students learn how to modify behaviors to achieve peaceful outcomes. Other topics explored include the difference between bullying 

and teasing, when you should tell an adult about being bullied, what bystanders can do to prevent bullying and how bullied kids can 

"stand up, step up and speak out" to stop bullying. Includes teacher's resource book. 

WHAT’S A BULLY DV 342 

GRADES 3-5. Bullies usually see themselves as people who like to "tease" or just have some fun.  This program tells the stories of 

four kids who learn that what they see as fooling around, others see as bullying.  Topics include: The Tough Guy, Words Can Hurt 

Too, You Know What I Heard, and the Internet Bully. 

INTERMEDIATE 



WHEN YOU SEE BULLYING HAPPEN  DV 341 

GRADES 3-5.  While some bystanders laugh and encourage the bully because they fear being the next target, others want to help the 

victim but feel helpless to do anything.  This program shows kids that when it comes to bullying, bystanders can make a difference. 

WHY ARE THERE BULLIES? DV 1545  

Through age-appropriate scenarios, viewers will come to understand why some kids are so aggressive, hurtful and mean to their 

classmates, teammates, friends and family members.  Students will have a better understanding of bullying, and a stronger founda-

tion when dealing with a bully. 

   SOME ADDITIONAL DIGITAL STREAMING TITLES 

Why Do Bullies Bully? Who they Pick On & Why: Wipe Out Bullying

video, video, Junior High - Senior High, 00:20:02, TMW Media Group, 2015

Teach students to have the courage to make a stand against hate, racism and intolerance. This program shows students the many 
ways to prevent bullying through compelling and captivating sketches and anti-bullying storylines using real teens. Empower 
students to take charge if they witness bullying, show students how to be a good bystander, how to stop untrue or harmful messages 
from spreading and take a stand against hate, racism and intolerance. Bullies or not, students will explore the true consequences of 
bullying, what they can do to change their behavior, deal with a bullying situation and how to react in situations to resolve conflict. 
Wipe Out Bullyingteaches students to be aware of Anti-bullying policies at their school, how they can become involved and 
develop a bullying project with a teacher, how much damage they can do to others and themselves through the misuse of social 
media and how to take a stand by taking the Anti-Bullying Pledge. Keith Deltano is a winner of the Teaching Excellence Award 
and the National Impact Award for his work with at risk youth and families. Deltano was listed in the Who's Who of Americas 
Teachers. Keith inspires students by drawing on his own educational journey where he struggled with learning disabilities and 
bullying at school. Online Resource Guide & Anti-Bullying Pledge - Includes an online resource guide, the Anti-Bullying Pledge, 
learning objectives, discussion topics and how students can take a stand

INTERMEDIATE 

The 4 Types of Bullying - Physical, Verbal, Exclusion, Online: Wipe Out Bullying
 video, Junior High - Senior High, 00:27:00, TMW Media Group, 2015
Teach students to have the courage to make a stand against hate, racism and intolerance. This program 
shows students the many ways to prevent bullying through compelling and captivating sketches and anti-
bullying storylines using real teens. Empower students to take charge if they witness bullying, show 
students how to be a good bystander, how to stop untrue or harmful messages from spreading and take a 
stand against hate, racism and intolerance. Bullies or not, students will explore the true consequences of 
bullying, what they can do to change their behavior, deal with a bullying situation and how to react in 
situations to resolve conflict. Wipe Out Bullyingteaches students to be aware of Anti-bullying policies at 
their school, how they can become involved and develop a bullying project with a teacher, how much 
damage they can do to others and themselves through the misuse of social media and how to take a stand 
by taking the Anti-Bullying Pledge. Keith Deltano is a winner of the Teaching Excellence Award and the 
National Impact Award for his work with at risk youth and families. Deltano was listed in the Who's Who 
of Americas Teachers. Keith inspires students by drawing on his own educational journey where he 
struggled with learning disabilities and bullying at school. Online Resource Guide & Anti-Bullying Pledge - 
Includes an online resource guide, the Anti-Bullying Pledge, learning objectives, discussion topics and how 
students can take a stand. 

Bullying, interactive resource, Intermediate - Senior High, 2015
In this self-paced literacy lesson, students watch documentary videos about bullying and read informational text 
about how bullying may affect the function of a democratic society. Students develop their literacy skills as they 
explore a social studies focus on the role of personal freedom, particularly freedom of speech, and how bullying 
limits such personal freedom. During this process, they read informational text, learn and practice vocabulary 
words, and explore content through videos and interactive activities. When they are finished, students select and 
complete a writing assignment offline. This resource is part of the Inspiring Middle School Literacy Collection.
Students need to be signed in to complete this lesson. Go to "About This Activity" in "Support Materials" below to 
find out more.



BULLIED DV 1976 

DVD, JH, 38 min., TEACHING TOLERANCE, 2010 

Bullied is a documentary film that chronicles one student's ordeal at the hands of anti-gay bullies and offers an inspiring message of 

hope to those fighting harassment today. It can become a cornerstone of anti-bullying efforts in middle and high schools. Includes 

teacher guide. 

CHOCOLATE WAR AU 313 

R.L. 5.4 Grades 7-10 A high school freshman discovers the devastating consequences of refusing to join in the school's annual fund 

raising drive and arousing the wrath of the school bullies. Includes single copy book title by Robert Cormier  

CYBER ETHICS DV 1092 

DVD, JH, 14 min., CAMBED, 2008 

Most people learn traditional standards of behavior and respect for others by the time they are teenagers, but many don't realize that 

those rules are just as valid in cyberspace. This program helps students take the high road on the information superhighway and 

avoid the temptations of the fast lane, pointing the way toward an ethically sound Internet presence and lifestyle. Guidelines for the 

use of intellectual property are featured, with emphasis on the consequences of illegal downloading, copyright infringement, and 

plagiarism. Pornography, gaming sites, chat rooms, and online social networks are also discussed, helping viewers steer clear of an-

tisocial and abusive activities, especially cyber-bullying. Comments from experts, as well as questions from peers who are confused 

about the fine points of cyber legality, serve to clarify central ethical principles. 

DEGRASSI THE NEXT GENERATION: SEASON 1 - DISC 2  DV 446 

DVD, JH, WGBH, 2001 

Episodes 9-15. COMING OF AGE - ( coming of age; relationships) Lacking real family time at home, Jimmy has been spending 

more time at Ashley's house. Emma gets her first period; RUMOURS AND REPUTATIONS - (learning disabilities, slander) Liber-

ty is diagosed with a learning disorder and is ashamed to tell her friends about her tutoring sessions; Spinner plants bugs on his food 

to "prove" that the school cafeteria has cockroaches. FRIDAY NIGHT - ( bullying; dating) Emma and Sean go on first date; Spinner 

and Jimmy bully a teacher. WANNABE - (peer pressure) Manny is left vulunerable to Pagie's in-crowd manipulations; CABARET - 

Ashley's convinced that she and Terri are going to be the stars of a talent show. UNDER PRESSURE - (fighting) Sean starts to slip 

into old angry patterns and fights with Jim. JAGGED LITTLE PILL - (drug abuse) JT acquires an ecstasy pill from his cousin, 

which is confiscated by Sean. Sean gives it to Ashley, who decides to take it. 

END THE SILENCE: STOP THE BULLYING DV 334  

GRADES 7-12.  This programs shows teens that they are not powerless in the face of bullying when they decide to join together and 

end the silence. 

GHOSTS IN THE HALL: THE AFTERMATH BULLYING DM 03357 

GRADES 7-12.  This compelling program explores teen bullying and the impact of cruel labeling.  Jim has reached the edge of vio-

lence after being the victim of repeated bullying at school.  Jim's family, dominated by his  insensitive father, doesn't help Jim cope 

with his problems.  Jim's family is contrasted with that of Jenny's, who engages in healthy confrontations as they cope with their 

concerns following Jenny's period of depression.  With Guide.   

HELP YOUR YOUNG TEEN UNDERSTAND BULLYING DV 917 

DVD, A, 24 min., HUMAN RELATIONS MEDIA, 2007 

Research shows that a majority of young teens report having bullied someone or have been bullied. Few know how to handle it. 
Program helps parents realize that young teens have a difficult time understanding how taunting and put downs can hurt others 
deeply. Parents learn to recognize the warning signs that their child is being bullied before the situation gets out of hand and what 
they can do about it. They learn to identify bullying behaviors in their own children and to recognize the more subtle, but hurtful 
forms of bullying such as ostracism. Includes effective strategies for communicating expectations, empowering kids to resist 
bullying and deal with cyberbullying.

JUNIOR/HIGH SCHOOL 

Wonder BC 297, Book Collection -FIC-; R.J.PALACIO; Lexile: 790L; PI, KNOPF, 
2012; 860-1300239491
Grades 3-7. August Pullman is a 10-year-old boy who likes Star Wars and Xbox, 
ordinary except for his jarring facial anomalies. Homeschooled all his life, August 
heads to public school for fifth grade and he is not the only one changed by the 
experience--something we learn about first-hand through the narratives of those who 
orbit his world. August’s internal dialogue and interactions with students and family 
ring true, and though remarkably courageous he comes across as a sweet, funny boy 
who wants the same things others want: friendship, understanding, and the freedom 
to be himself. Author: R. J. Palacio.



  SOME ADDITIONAL DIGITAL STREAMING TITLES 

Consequences of Bullying 

video, Senior High, 11 min., Bennett-Watt, 2004 
Describes some of the consequences that can result from bullying or being bullied. 

LGBTQ - Acceptance: Joeys Story, video, Intermediate - Senior High, 00:19:40, Magic Lantern Media Inc, 2017
When reaching puberty at the age of 12, Joey was coming to the realization that that he was gay. Within his school and community, 
Joey felt that he was the on gay teenager. This terrified him. He confided in a friend who soon spread the word around school. Joey 
became the target of bullying and ridicule. Then it happened at home. His father could not accept that his son was gay and 
abandoned the family. Soon after, his mother abandoned him as well leaving him to live with his unaccepting grandparents. He was 
alone in the world. The only way out, so he thought, was to take his own life. This is Joeys heartbreaking story.

Bullying and Suicide Think About It 

Streaming video, Senior High - College/Adult, 21 min., Films Media Group, 2014 

Bullying is not "just a rite of passage." In actuality, says the National Crime Prevention Council, it's a leading factor in suicide a mong 

kids 11 to 16 years of age. And although bullying is only one of a number of suicide-related risk factors impacting tweens and teens, 

the fact that the term "bullycide" has entered the lexicon is a telling sign of how closely linked bullying and suicide are perceived to 

be. Structured around two scenarios in which a boy and a girl commit suicide after repeatedly being bullied, this video offers valua-

ble insights into bully and victim psychology, types of bullying, and anti-bullying behavior through penetrating commentary by Eri-

ca Perlow, of the Chatham County North Carolina Bullying Prevention Task Force, and psychologist April Harris-Britt. In addition, 

alternate scenarios are included that illustrate how bystanders to bullying can help neutralize some of the cumulative psychological 

effects of bullying that could-and too frequently do-push students to take their own lives. 

Bullying: Using the Internet to Humiliate 

video, Intermediate - Senior High, 00:06:50, Sunburst Visual Media, 2005 
Watch as members of a computer club use the Internet to pick on and humiliate Benito. One girl realizes that what they are doing 

is wrong and finally tells Benito. She lets the others know that she will not be harassing Benito anymore. 

Harassing the Lunch Lady 

Streaming video, Intermediate - Senior High, 5 min., Rotfeld Productions, 2013 
The panel discusses a video sketch that shows students bullying the lunch lady who is walking home. Nearly 150,000 teachers 
report being bullied by students. Eight percent of public school teachers are threatened with injury. 

Targets, Bullies, Bystanders: Handling Harassment 

video, Senior High, 00:18:31, Sunburst Visual Media, 2006 
Examine the dynamics between a bully, the bully's target, and bystanders. Understand the role of each in the harassment and see how 
the action of one person in the dynamic can change the outcome 

Viral  video, Intermediate - Senior High, 00:09:40, Revealing Media Group, 2016
Viral is a short fiction film that addresses peer pressure, social media, cliques, and bullying. The film was made collaboratively 
with students, inspired by their own experiences. This story is about a girl who wants desperately to be more popular, especially on 
social media. When she joins the popular kids, she discovers a lot more than she bargained for, as she is peer pressured into making 
harmful decisions, including cyberbullying her former best friends. Themes include peer pressure, social media, popularity, social 
status, self-worth, and learning to take responsibility for your own actions.

Bullying and Suicide Think About It 
video, Senior High - College/Adult, 00:21:00, Films Media Group, 2014 

Bullying is not "just a rite of passage." In actuality, says the National Crime Prevention Council, it's a leading factor in suicide a mong 

kids 11 to 16 years of age. And although bullying is only one of a number of suicide-related risk factors impacting tweens and teens, 

the fact that the term "bullycide" has entered the lexicon is a telling sign of how closely linked bullying and suicide are perceived to 

be. Structured around two scenarios in which a boy and a girl commit suicide after repeatedly being bullied, this video offers valua-

ble insights into bully and victim psychology, types of bullying, and anti-bullying behavior through penetrating commentary by Eri-

ca Perlow, of the Chatham County North Carolina Bullying Prevention Task Force, and psychologist April Harris-Britt. In addition, 

alternate scenarios are included that illustrate how bystanders to bullying can help neutralize some of the cumulative psychological 

effects of bullying that could-and too frequently do-push students to take their own lives. 

HIGH SCHOOL 

The Experience of Being Trolled | PBS Idea Channel video, Senior High, 2015
In a very special episode, Mike rethinks his approach to hosting. Most of you have heard the phrase "Don't Feed the Trolls," but do 
trolls actually serve a purpose? Found in every place people converse online, their combative rhetoric can be annoying, even harmful. 
Can a valid argument be made for the value of trolls? 



Real Life Teens: Cyber-Bullying 

video, Senior High, 00:19:18, TMW, 2008 

Cyber-bullying is any form of harassment that occurs via the Internet. Vicious forum posts, name calling in chat rooms, posting fake 

profiles on websites and mean or cruel email messages are all examples of bullying. While Cyber-Bullying mainly takes place on 

line, other high tech methods like threatening text messages and taunting voicemail also fall under this category. Subjects Covered 

Include: Why do teens Cyber-Bully, What can be done about Cyber-Bullies, How can Cyber-Bullies be stopped, Dealing with forum 

and chat room bullying, Where to turn to if you or a friend is being Cyber-Bullied, The consequences of Cyber-Bullying, Dealing 

with website bullying, The must do's and the not do's of the Internet. 

Stop Bullying With Mike Hall DM21070 Digital Media, IJH, 22 min., Film Ideas, 2015 
It's impossible to perform well in school if you're being verbally and sometimes physically assaulted in the hallways or attacked 

through social media. It's impossible to concentrate on schoolwork, friendships, activities and family if your self-esteem is shot. And 

no one can grow while being hounded by fear. So join Mike Hall, a former victim of bullying himself and now a nationally sought-

after expert in the field, as he explains The Bully, The Target, and How We React. Most importantly, Mike walks you through "The 

4 C's of How To Handle A Bully: Remain Calm, Get Connected, Be Confident, Learn to Compliment the Bully. 

Breaking Bullying: Cutting Edge Communications Comedy Series 

Streaming video, Senior High - College/Adult, 00:07:30, Seven Dimensions, 2012 

Workplace bullying is on the rise. Stress on the job can lead to short tempers, and the results can be disastrous. In this episode a team 

leader is shocked to discover that bullying exists within his group. In response, he challenges people to bully each other and discuss 

their feelings about the behavior. He makes note of the fact that some team members are very skilled at being a bully, while others 

struggle with the exercise, and finally makes it clear to all that bullying behavior can not be tolerated in the team. Part of the series 

Cutting Edge Communication Comedy Series. (7 minutes) 

Friends Giving an Insult / Physical Bullying: ChatRoom video, Intermediate - Senior High, 00:20:59, Rotfeld Productions, 2013 

An adult host and a panel of four young adults discuss situations that are relevant to kids' lives. This week's topics include uninten-

tional insults and bullying. 

Bystander  video, Intermediate - Senior High, 00:05:18, Revealing Media Group, 2014
Bystander is a short fiction film that addresses contemporary bullying. The film was made collaboratively with students, inspired by 
their own experiences. This story is told through the eyes of a bystander who learns to be an upstander standing against bullying. 
Students learn to find their inner strength, compassion and vulnerability. Themes include cyber bullying, speaking out, self worth 
and what it feels like to be different. Stories from the Classroom is a short film series dealing with important topics that middle 
school and high school students currently encounter in school, on the playground and at home. We explore contemporary concerns 
including bullying, exclusivity, peer pressure and other socially relevant issues in our films. 




